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Locked away in the most secure prison in the galaxy, with little hope of escape, Gail Pilgrim faces the most difficult ordeals of
her life. Her only hope lies in trusting t 5d3b920ae0
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space pilgrim episode iv sol

Very enjoyable game, with some intresting plot.. Really enjoyed every single episode of the game due to a good story.. The
entire saga is just simply AMAZING!!! the plot of the story is wonderful with unique and out of this world characters (literally
xD), and a kick-ss soundtrack!! from the moment I started playing the first game I knew that I would love the rest of the series!
there was never a dull moment playing the saga and I'd definetely recommend it to anyone who wants to try it out! Kudos to
Pilgrim Adventures!!! and I can't wait for the rest of the saga to continue! :D. Game: Space Pilgrim Episode IV: Sol Genre:
Point and Click Adventure Publisher/Developer: GrabTheGames System: Steam (PC) Year of Release: 2016 Total Score:
73/100 Value Score: 7.3/10 Story: 8/10 Characters: 8/10 GamePlay: 8/10 Graphics: 6/10 Sound: 6/10 Music: 4/10 Length: 7/10
Replay Value: 7/10 Player Value: 9/10 Pros +Decent story and exploration elements like an actual Point and Click game but in a
RPG maker design +Two slightly different endings affected by a decision made halfway through the game Cons -Very short
-Can only play in one resolution, no graphic settings -Must press Alt+Enter to play full screen but the FPS suffers greatly
-Barely any OST. Pilgrim IV, Ain't here to review this particular product, but to review the Space Pilgrim Series. One of the
best I seen so far, able to capture my attention in following the saga. Every details, puzzles and informations of the characters
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and dialogues are flawless in connecting between the lines. Playing through the four episodes, I have yet to encounter game
ending bugs or disappointments. Basically could not find anything to complain about. A short story nonetheless, I enjoyed at the
low price I paid for. Well done to the Dev Team.. The conclusion to a great series of RPGs. Jails, rebels and lesbain sex if you
please.. This marks the end of the Space Pilgrim saga. If you're planning to buy the game, I would recommend the whole series
as they will make so much more sense playing all together. This final episode does offer more quests/tasks to do, and you'll be
able to play longer than the other 3. Choices do matter in this episode, and you'll only be able to get certain acheivements if you
make certain choices. For me I liked this series, it was a short but fun play. The ending is fulfilling as well to me.. Reviewing all
4 episodes after playthrough: Episode 4: Act 1 where you play as two perspectives to maneuver and break out a prison is great, I
especially liked the poem riddle and the solution to figure out an assailant's identity. Act 2 feels pretty trivial since all you're
doing is correcting some droid. The reason I don't recommend this game is probably because how the happy ending of this game
feels forced. The entire previous two games and act 2("calm before the storm") of this game have been hyping toward this
important suicide mission that's really serious, really dangerous, not without the possibility of death. So I was kinda let down
when it was revealed that no important consequences really happened in act 3. The whole game kinda peaked when you were
given an important choice mid-game. I prefer episode 3 to this because in episode 3 you actually had a great area to traverse
around whereas in this game after act one you will feel pretty limited in what you could do.. So I got this random coupon from
crafting badges. Generally speaking I distribute them to whoever on my list can use or re-distribute them. Looking through my
recent coupons, I happened upon this. It has achievements and trading cards, which sort of egged me on in what was a most
unusual purchase for me. I usually don't like JRPG style games with pixel graphics where you wander around unfolding a plot,
so I went into this game not expecting much. I was taken utterly by surprise and enjoyed the first hour and a half in one sitting.
Came back to it and spent three hours playing it in one sitting again after work today. Gay Rebellion Captain for life. I'm going
to have to go through the rest of the series to see if they're all as entertaining as this one, because I am officially hooked. For
someone who can get into a plot, this is a fun game. For someone who needs action, look elsewhere. This game is played at a
walking pace. There's really not too much choice in the game. The only choices I needed were the ones where I pick one
character over the other. At about 5 hours in this game gets a recommendation from me. I have officially been sucked in, and
there is no going back.. best game ever !!
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